
 

   Class Notes 

Class:  VI 

 

Topic:  Chapter – 12  

“Electricity and circuits” 

  Subject: Science 

 

 

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS (To be written in science note copy) 

1. Our body is- 

A. good conductor of electricity                                     B. bad conductor of electricity 

 

C. sometimes good and sometimes bad conductor    D. none of these 

Answer - A. good conductor of electricity                                      

 

2. Metal cap of the electric cell is 

A. negative terminal                                                        B. positive terminal 

C. both (a) and (b)                               D. none of these 

Answer -  B. positive terminal 

 

3. The direction of current in a conducting wire 

A. positive to negative                                                  B. negative to positive 

C. sometime positive sometime negative                     D. none of these 

Answer -   A. positive to negative` 

 

4. When a fused bulb is connected with a circuit it 

A. does not glow                                                            B. glows 

C. both (a) and (b)                         D. none of these 

Answer -  A. does not glow                                                             

 

5. Rubber is – 

A. conductor                                                                  B. semiconductor 

C. insulator                         D. none of these 

Answer -   C. insulator 

Extra Questions (To be written in science note copy) 

1. What is a switch? 

Answer – Switch is a simple device that is used to either break the circuit or to complete it. 



2. What is electrical circuit? 

Answer – Electrical circuit is an arrangement which provides the complete path for electricity to pass  

between the two terminal of an electric cell. 

 

3. What is filament? 

 Answer – A tiny thin coiled wire inside the bulb is called filament of bulb. It is made up of Tungsten metal  

and is fixed between two thick wires which provides support to it. When filament get heated, it starts to  

glow. 

 

4. What are insulators? Give examples. 

Answer – Materials which do not allow electric current to pass through them are called insulators. 

Examples are – rubber, plastic, glass etc. 

 

5. What are conductors? Give examples. 

Answer – Materials which  allow electric current to pass through them are called conductors. 

Examples are – human body. Water, metals etc. 

 

6. Describe the electric cell with the help of diagram. 

Answer- Electric cell is a cylindrical structure made up of zinc metal. 

Structure of cell -  

1. it has a carbon rod insulated at the centre of zinc container. 

2. One end of the container is positive termnal with metal cap. 

3.  The other end of the container is negative with metal disc. 

4. An electric cell produces electricity from the chemical stored in it. 

5. When the chemical in the electric cell is used up, the electric cell stops producing electricity. 

6. The electric cell has to replace with new one when it is used up completely. 

 
# This content is prepared absolutely at home. 


